This “Happy Times” Card Workshop makes 12 cards from 1/2 of a Paper Packet. The other half of the paper could be used to double the workshop to complete 24 cards, or it could be used for other types of paper crafting projects.

**Supply List:**
- CC1063 Happy Times Paper Packet
- CC1064 Happy Times Stamp Set
- M1051 Make A Wish Stamp Set *
- 1 Sheet White Daisy Cardstock
- X254 White Cards & Envelopes
- Z3189 White & Gold Ribbon
- Z3091 Pink Enamel Gems
- Z2012 Sequins Gold Assortment
- Z1768 Metallic Markers
- Z2089 Micro Glue Dots
- Z2060 Thin 3-D Foam Tape
- Z2653 Pomegranate Exclusive Inks Stamp Pad
- Z2650 Fern Exclusive Inks Stamp Pad
- Z2643 Canary Exclusive Inks Stamp Pad
- Z2196 Smoothie Exclusive Inks Stamp Pad
- Z1999 - 1” Circle Punch (Optional)
- Z1851 Scallop Punch (Optional)

* NOTE: The samples shown above use “Make A Wish” as an additional message option, however, any Close To My Heart M-size message stamp could be added for other occasions.
Project Preparation:

- Stamp and cut out flowers and leaves for layering. Leave a thin border of white around each image.
  - Stamp the flower base in 2nd Generation Smoothie (qty. 2)
  - Stamp the flower overlay in 2nd Generation Smoothie (qty. 3)
  - Stamp the flower overlay in Pomegranate (qty. 2)
  - Stamp the leaves in Fern as shown (qty. 5 in pairs and 1 single)
- Cut the Zip Strips off of each piece of paper before cutting project pieces. The Zip Strip is the 1/2” of coordinating accent paper along the top edge of each Background & Texture Paper.
- The project pieces in the cutting guide are labeled so that the pieces for each card can be grouped for easier assembly. (Example: “C1” = Card #1 and “C2” = Card #2) As you cut the papers, you can stack the pieces for each card type in a pile or lightly label with a pencil on the back.
- NOTE: When following the cutting guide for papers with a directional pattern, check the circle color swatch to the side of the diagram to see which way the paper should go.

* NOTE: This White Daisy Cardstock square shows the background stamping for main focus piece on Card 3.
Happy Times Card Workshop Cutting Guide

Floral Paper

- 5 x 3 3/4
- 4 x 2 1/2
- 4 x 2 1/4
- 4 x 1 1/2
- 1 3/4 x 5 1/2
- 1 x 3

Woodgrain Paper

- 2 1/2 x 4 1/2
- 2 1/2 x 3 3/4
- 4 x 2 1/4
- 4 x 1 1/2
- 1 3/4 x 5 1/2

* Back of Paper
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Gold Foil Floral Paper
*Back of Paper

White Daisy Cardstock

2 x 3
C9

5 x 3 3/4
C4

3 1/2 x 2 1/2
C11 *

2 x 4 1/4
C12

5 x 3 3/4
C7

3 x 1/4
C5

1 x 5 1/2

2 x 4 3/4
C3

1 x 3
C5

1 1/4 x 2 1/4
C1

C11

C7

C6

C12

C8

2 x 3 1/2
C10

2 1/2 x 3 1/2
C7

1 x 3
C5

1 1/4 x 2 1/4
C11

C12

C8

C10

C7

C12

C1

C2

1 3/4 x 2 1/4
C11

C1

2 x 2
C3

1 3/4 x 2 1/4
C7

2 x 2
C4

1 3/4 x 1 3/4
C1
### Cutting Details For Gold Foil Stripe Paper

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5 1/2&quot; x 4 1/4</td>
<td>C9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 1/2&quot; x 2 1/2</td>
<td>C1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* NOTE: See Cutting Details Below For

### Cutting Details For Zip Strips

(Top 1/2" accent strip on each piece of paper.)

- **Pink with Gold Foil Polka-Dots:** 5 1/2" (C1), 1" (C8), 1" (C8), 4 1/4" (C10)
- **Pink Plaid:** 3 3/4" (C2), 4 1/4" (C8)
- **Gold Foil and White Diagonal Stripe:** 2 3/4" (C7)
- **Green and Blue Filagree Swirl:** 4 1/4" (C3)
Happy Times Card Workshop
Assembly Instructions

Card 1:

1. Attach Floral Paper along the top fold of the card. Attach the Gold Foil Stripe Paper edge-to-edge with the Floral Paper. Place the Pink & Gold Dot Zip Strip over the seam of those two papers.
2. Layer the square White Daisy, Canary, and Fern Papers together. Glue flat to the card front. Make a border with the Gold Metallic Marker just inside the edges of the White Daisy Cardstock.
3. Glue leaves onto the White Daisy Cardstock so that they extend over the lower left corner edges. Center the Smoothie flower base on the square papers and glue flat. Layer the flower overlay on top with Thin 3-D Foam Tape to add dimension. Add a Dark Pink Gem to make the center of the flower.
4. Embellish with Gold Sequins.

Card 2:

1. Attach Floral Paper and Woodgrain Paper to the card base so that they are edge-to-edge in the middle, leaving an even border on all four sides. Place the Canary Paper over the seam of those two papers with the Pink Plaid Zip Strip pieces centered on top.
2. Stamp a message in the center of the square piece of White Daisy Cardstock. Stamp a second generation flower and stem over the message if desired.
3. Layer the square White Daisy, Fern, and Blue Papers together. Glue flat to the card front. Make a border with the Gold Metallic Marker just inside the edges of the White Daisy Cardstock.
4. Using the Gold Metallic Marker, draw a border on the white card base to frame the whole card.
5. Embellish with Gold Sequins.
Card 3:

1. Center the Blue Stripe Paper on the card base. Layer the Gold Foil Floral Paper, so that it is offset to the left and leaves even borders on three sides. Make a line with the Gold Metallic Marker on the Blue Stripe Paper.
2. Layer the Green & Blue Zip Strip on the Gold Foil Paper and attach to the front of the card.
3. Stamp a cluster of small flowers and leaves in the right corner of the White Daisy Cardstock square. Make a line with the Gold Metallic Marker along the edges. Layer the stamped square on the Red Ombre Paper and glue to the card front.
4. Glue a set of stamped leaves onto the White Daisy Cardstock so that they extend over the lower right corner edges. Layer a Smoothie flower overlay on top with Thin 3-D Foam Tape to add dimension. Add a Gold Sequin and a Dark Pink Gem to make the center of the flower.
5. Embellish with White & Gold Ribbon and Gold

Card 4:

1. Glue the Canary Stripe Paper and Gold Foil Floral Paper, centered on the card base. Layer the Multi Floral Paper on the card front, so that it is offset to the left and leaves even borders on three sides. Make a line with the Gold Metallic Marker to frame that piece.
2. Stamp “Make A Wish” on the White Daisy Cardstock square. Add a line to frame the message with the Gold Metallic Marker. Layer the stamped square on the Canary Stripe Paper. Wrap a piece of White & Gold Ribbon around this piece and add a knot. Before attaching to the card front, notch the Gold Foil accent pieces and glue in place. Attach message to the card front with Thin 3-D Foam Tape.
3. Glue a set of stamped leaves onto the card front as shown. Layer a Pomegranate flower overlay on top with Thin 3-D Foam Tape to add dimension. Add a Pink Gem to make the center of the flower.
4. Embellish with Gold Sequins.
Card 5:
1. Center the Woodgrain Paper on the card base.
2. Layer the Floral Paper on the Fern Paper. Use a Scallop Punch along the edges if desired, and attach to the front of the card.
3. Notch the ends of the Gold Foil Strip.
4. Stamp “Happy Times” on the White Daisy Cardstock. Make a border with the Gold Metallic Marker. Layer the stamped image on the Red Ombre Paper with the thin strip of Gold Foil Floral Paper along the bottom so that there are even borders all the way around. Glue centered onto Gold Foil Strip.
5. Attach message piece with Thin 3-D Foam Tape to card front.

Card 6:
2. Layer the Gold Foil Floral Paper on the card front, so that it is about 3/4” up from the bottom of the card. Add White & Gold Ribbon centered on this paper and then tie a not to the side.
3. Stamp “Remember When” on the White Daisy Cardstock and add a border with the Gold Metallic Marker to frame the message. Layer the message on a Floral piece and then again on the Red Ombre Paper. Attach to the card front with Thin 3-D Foam Tape as shown.
4. Embellish with Dark Pink Enamel Gems.
Card 7:

1. Glue the Green Ombre Paper and Gold Foil Floral Paper, centered on the card base.
2. Stamp “Happy Times” on the White Daisy Cardstock. Using second generations prints, stamp a cluster of flowers in the lower right corner, behind the message. Make a border with the Gold Metallic Marker.
3. Layer the stamped message on the Canary Paper and attach that to the White Daisy Cardstock so that there are three even borders around the top and sides. Notch the bottom edge of the White Daisy Cardstock. Add the Gold Foil Stripe Zip Strip piece and wrap that piece with White & Gold Ribbon. Tie a knot off to the side.
4. Attach the message piece to the card front with Thin 3-D Foam Tape to add dimension.

Card 8:

1. Glue the Woodgrain Paper centered on the card base. Layer the Canary Paper on the card front, so that it is offset to the right and leaves even borders on three sides.
2. Stamp the “Make A Wish” message on the top half of the White Daisy Cardstock. Add a border with the Gold Metallic Marker around the whole White Daisy Cardstock.
3. Place the two accent pieces of Pink & Gold Foil Dots Zip Strips, along with the message, onto the card front, layered on the Canary Paper.
4. Attach the Plaid Zip Strip to the Fern Paper and scallop on edge with the Scallop Punch, if desired.
5. Glue a set of stamped leaves and a Smoothie stamped base flower onto the card front, so that they overlap the border piece and message. Layer a Smoothie overlay flower on top with Thin 3-D Foam Tape to add dimension. Add a Dark Pink Gem to make the center of the flower.
Happy Times Card Workshop
Assembly Instructions

Card 9:

1. Glue the Gold Foil Stripe Paper to the front of the card base. Center the Floral Paper on the Red Ombre Paper and attach to card front so that it is offset to the left.
2. Add two pieces of White & Gold Ribbon to the front of the Gold Floral Paper, and then slip a separate piece of ribbon under both pieces and make a knot that ties them together. Attach the the card front with Thin 3-D Foam Tape so that it is layered on the Floral Paper.
3. Glue a set of stamped leaves onto the card front, just below the knot. Layer a Pomegranate overlay flower on top with Thin 3-D Foam Tape to add dimension. Add a Gold Sequin and a Pink Gem to make the center of the flower.
4. Embellish with additional Pink Gems.

Card 10:

1. Glue the Canary Paper along the left edge of the card. Add the Pink & Gold Foil Polka-dot Zip Strip edge-to-edge with Canary Paper. Place a strip of White & Gold Ribbon on top of the Canary Paper along the edge of the Zip Strip.
2. Stamp the “Sweet Memory” message on the White Daisy Cardstock. Add a border with the Gold Metallic Marker to frame the message. Layer the stamped message on the Floral Paper and then center again, on the Red Ombre Paper. Attach to card base with Thin 3-D Foam Tape, so that it is centered on the card front.
3. Embellish with Gold Sequin.
Card 11:

1. Center the Woodgrain Paper on the card base.
2. Stamp “Happy” from the “Happy Times” image, onto the White Daisy Cardstock. Start by stamping the first “Happy” in Pomegranate toward the bottom of the paper. Stamp the second “Happy” in Smoothie. Without re-inking, make another print toward the top to make a second generation print in that color. Make a border with the Gold Metallic Marker to frame the message. Wrap White & Gold Ribbon toward the bottom and add a knot.
3. Notch the ends of all three accent papers. Attach them flat to the card front with the message piece layered on top. This will make the accent papers appear to be behind the message.
4. Embellish with Blue Paper circle and Gold Sequins.

Card 12:

1. Glue the Gold Foil Floral Paper along the left edge of the card. Add the Gold Foil accent strip and Fern Paper so that they are all edge-to-edge.
2. Attach three pieces of White & Gold Ribbon with Micro Glue Dots to the front of the card.
3. Stamp “Sweet” from the “Sweet Memory” message on the White Daisy Cardstock. Stamp a small flower and stem, in second generation ink, behind message as shown. Add a border with the Gold Metallic Marker along the edge of the White Daisy Paper. Layer the stamped message on the Red Ombre Paper. Attach to card base with Thin 3-D Foam Tape.
4. Embellish with Pink Enamel Gems.